Key Stage 2 Weekly Learning Guide
Year: 6, Elm and Oak

Theme: Lighthouses

Week beginning: 22.06.20

Daily Activities
Wake up & Shake up 20 – 30
mins

Reading – 20 mins
Maths- 30 mins
BREAK
Times Tables- 10 - 15 mins
Spelling- 5 - 10 mins
Writing- 30 mins

Exercise with Joe Wicks, go for a walk, run or dance, practise your football skills in the
garden. Keep a skills diary e.g. how many keepy-uppies can you do over the course of a
week or how many seconds you can hold a plank for. Take part in some yoga using YouTube
Channels such as Cosmic Yoga. There are lots of fun themed yoga e.g. Superhero Yoga.
Read a reading book from home, school or online. Try the reading comprehension called
‘Letters from the Lighthouse’ – it is quite long so complete as much as you can.
Log on to Mathletics or PurpleMash and practise a key skill listed below. Have a look on
Google Classroom for the extended maths projects: Securing Number Facts Sheet
Eat a healthy snack, exercise or relax with some mindfulness.
Log on to Timetables Rock Stars or Mathletics to hone your times tables and arithmetic
skills. Lower your TTRockstars speed to under two seconds per question.
Practise your weekly spelling list and put your spellings into sentences. Challenge: can you
write a silly short story using ALL your spelling words?
Complete the writing task using the story of the lighthouse storm, try and be imaginative
with your answers.

Key Mathematical skills
•
Understand how to add, subtract,
multiply and divide fractions
•
Understand simple algebraic
equations and how to find unknowns
•
Understand how to convert
between different metric
measurements
•
Understand how to convert
between key metric and imperial
measures e.g. km – miles
•
Confidently convert between
fractions, decimals and percentages
•
Multiply and divide by 10, 100, 1000
confidently and quickly

Key Reading skills
•
Be able to decode increasingly
complex texts
•
Understand how to infer meaning
from texts (reading between the
lines)
•
Ask questions about the author’s
motivations for using certain
words or sentence structures
•
Be able to answer a range of
different comprehension
questions related to texts that
you have been reading
•
Understand how to write short
summaries of fiction and nonfiction texts

Key Writing skills
•
Using simple SPaG conventions
consistently and correctly i.e.
capital letters, full stops or
other ending punctuation
•
Writing developed noun phrases
with ambitious vocab
•
Use varied sentence structure,
thinking about sentence openers
to excite the reader e.g. fronted
adverbials
•
Use interesting punctuation to
engage your audience e.g. semicolons, brackets and exclamation
marks

Weekly Activities
Geography/History
We would like you to combine history and geography this week and
write about the history and location of a famous lighthouse around
the world. There are many incredible lighthouses that are real
feats of architecture that have fascinating histories just waiting
to be explored.
Task
Your task is to pick one of these incredibly interesting lighthouses
and produce a detailed factfile that includes information on its
location, its history and any standout features or facts about the
lighthouse.
Here is a short list of some lighthouses that you could research:
The Outer Banks lighthouses, Cape Race Lighthouse, Sambro
Island Lighthouse, the Lighthouse of Alexandria (one of the seven
wonders of the ancient world, also known as the Pharos of
Alexandria).
Science
Using your knowledge of how light travels, can you explain the
purpose of a lighthouse. Why is it useful? Use these websites to
help you.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7
https://adventure.howstuffworks.com/lighthouse.htm

PSHE
Though our world is changing all the time and sometimes it can be
quite unsettling, there is a lot to be hopeful for. This week we
would like you to produce a piece of work on the theme of hope.
What are you hopeful for in the future? Why are you hopeful for
this? What are you going to do to achieve this hope?
You can present this piece of work in any way that you see fit,
here are some suggestions:
A poster exploring the theme of hope
A presentation about hope and what you are hopeful for
A piece of art that symbolises or has a message of hope
A poem that has a message of hope
A short story about the theme of hope
We look forward to reading and seeing your reflections on the
theme of hope!
Art
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PofNqbjbqek
Use this step by step guide to draw a realistic lighthouse. Can you
label the parts of a lighthouse accurately?

The storm had been raging for hours. Like a besieging army tormenting an enemy’s
ramparts, the waves battered on the lighthouse walls.
A group of men huddled in one of the cylindrical shaped rooms, flinching every time a
wave rocked the lighthouse. Their hearts were in their mouths with every devastating
blow: they half expected the walls to come tumbling down at any moment.
They turned their heads and listened to the sound of the storm. What they heard was
truly terrifying…

Question time!
Can you describe what it feels like to be caught in a storm?
What do you think the men heard when they listened to the storm?
Who might the men in the lighthouse be?
Why are they huddled together?
What is the purpose of a lighthouse?
What would happen if there were no lighthouses in the world?
How do you think someone first invented lighthouses?
Can you think of an alternative way to guide ships?
Do modern lighthouses require people to work inside them?

‘Letters from the Lighthouse’ Com prehension
Use the text to help you answer the questions below.
If you see a light bulb next to the question, you will need to think about your
own thoughts or opinions, based on what you have read.
1. Look at the quote below:
‘But you never knew with Mum’s dinners, especially the ones you had to reheat

when she was working late.’

What does this suggest about Mum’s job?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Which word on p.2 is closest in meaning to ‘threw?
_______________________________________________________________________
3. What do you think a ‘penpal’ is?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Why do you think the cinemas show a newsreel before each film?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
5. How had Dad’s death impacted the family?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Which word on p.6 means ‘suddenly’?
________________________________________________________________________
7. Circle the word below that is closest in meaning to ‘jostling’?
running

bumping
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falling

✓✓

8. How do Olive’s senses contribute to her fear on p.8?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
9. How does the WRVS try to reassure the children?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
10. How does the bomb blast impact Olive’s body?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
11. How do the events on p.11 suggest that Olive is quite a determined character?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
12. What does the word ‘disorientated’ mean on p.13?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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✓✓
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Keep Calm and Carry On
We were halfway through the news when the air raid
started. It was a Friday in January: we were at the
Picture Palace for the 6 p.m. showing of The Mark of
Zorro. All month the Luftwaffe had been attacking us,
their bombs falling on London like pennies from a jar,
so the fact they couldn’t hold off for just a few measly
hours made me hate the Germans that little bit more.
The cinema trip had been my sister Sukie’s idea, as
most things were. We were all in need of cheering up
that evening: after the tea we’d just eaten at home it
was a wonder we were still alive.
‘It’s like brains,’ Cliff, my eight-year-old brother,
said, lifting the pan lid to show us. It was probably only
minced meat and potatoes, but you never knew with
Mum’s dinners, especially the ones you had to reheat
when she was working late. And Cliff relished gory
details, being the sort who’d pick scabs off his knee
just to see what was underneath.
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‘Well, you never get scabby knees, Olive,’ he once said
to me, like it was the biggest character flaw in the world.
The truth was I preferred reading books to running
about in the street. I didn’t see it as a weakness, either.
But we had to eat the horrid supper, of course.
No one chucked food away with a war on, not even
stuff that resembled brains. You simply pinched your
nose and swallowed hard, then glugged down a glass
of water. Afterwards, Sukie, being the eldest and in
charge, said we deserved a trip out. She’d already seen
the film last week with a friend.
‘It’s the cat’s pyjamas. You’ll both love it!’ she gushed,
as we went around the house closing the blackout
curtains. Then to me, teasingly: ‘Cheer up. It’s going
to be fun!’
People were always telling me I had a serious face,
because I was dark and thoughtful-looking like my dad.
What they really meant was I wasn’t as pretty as Sukie,
and I didn’t mind because I was proud of my big sister,
not jealous. She was just as marvellous on the inside –
everyone seemed to think so.
‘Is that better?’ I beamed up at Sukie so she could
tell how thrilled I was to be going out, especially with
her. We didn’t see nearly enough of her any more.
She’d recently got a penpal and acted mysterious when
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letters postmarked ‘Devon’ arrived addressed to her.
We’d all guessed who she was writing to: our next-door
neighbour Gloria had a younger sister called Queenie,
who was nineteen and lived in Devon. Having a penpal
was, according to Sukie, all the rage.
And like she was with anything new, Sukie threw
herself into it, kicking off her office shoes each night
after work, then disappearing to her room to write. It
wasn’t the same as when we’d sent letters to Dad, where
we each got to add our own line on the official blue
army paper. Sukie shut her door on us. These were her
letters – hers and Queenie’s. I often wondered what
they had to say to each other that was so private, and
took up so much time.
Once we’d got our coats and grabbed our gas masks
from where they hung in the hallway, we were ready for
the cinema. It was a cold, damp evening and we were
all done up in woolly hats and scarves. Cliff’s mittens,
on string threaded through his coat, dangled limp at
the end of his sleeves, and he flapped them like wings
to make me laugh.
Such was my excitement, I didn’t think to ask why
Sukie was buttoning up Mum’s best green checked coat
rather than her own. She’d done her hair different too,
curled like a film star’s, and was wearing postbox-red
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lipstick. It made her look older than seventeen and rather
like Mum – the Mum before Dad died, who’d styled her
hair and worn make-up and could argue for England.
*
By the time we reached the Picture Palace, the lights
were already dimming. We’d only just found our
seats – Row K, plush velvet that prickled the backs of
your knees – when the great maroon curtains swung
apart with a squeak.
First up was the newsreel. Every film show started
like this, with five minutes of news from home and
abroad. It was all very upbeat, with a proper English
voice telling us everything would be all right, even if
the film footage showed bombsites and battlefields.
I watched eagerly, chin in hand, as the big white titles
and the word ‘Pathé’ filled the screen.
Sukie, though, leaped to her feet.
‘Stay here,’ she whispered to us. ‘If I’m not back in
two minutes, meet me in the foyer when the film’s over.’
Just like that she disappeared.
‘She needs the lav,’ Cliff said knowingly. ‘That
supper’s giving her grief.’
‘You’re disgusting, you are,’ I replied, not taking my
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eyes from the newsreel. The footage was of men in
RAF uniforms walking across an airfield. Immediately,
it made me think of Dad.
In August last year we’d had a telegram from the
War Office, telling us Dad’s plane had been shot down
over France. Six long months had passed, of every
day hearing someone in my family crying, and Mum
getting sadder and thinner. I couldn’t sleep through a
whole night any more. Often I barely slept at all.
‘Look for the light,’ Dad used to say when things
were difficult.
I did try. He’d died for his country, people said. He
was a hero. Watching the news helped me believe this
was true, and as I listened to what a mightily fine job ‘our
boys’ were doing, I could feel myself filling up with pride.
Tonight’s news switched from RAF men to a city
somewhere abroad – I didn’t catch where. The footage
showed hungry-looking people queuing for food,
flanked either side by soldiers. There was snow on the
ground. The people in line wore star-shaped badges on
their coats.
Watching, I began to feel uncomfortable instead
of proud. The Pathé news voice – jolly and brisk –
jarred with what I was seeing. These people weren’t
just hungry but scared. I could tell by their faces how
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desperate they were, and it made me horribly guilty for
the fuss we’d made about our supper.
Abruptly, the film stopped. The lights came up.
I blinked at the announcement on the screen:
Air Raid in Progress.
Please Leave the Theatre Immediately.
Head to the Nearest Shelter.
‘Blast it,’ I said, reaching for my coat and gas mask.
‘Come on, Cliff, we’d better find Sukie.’
People began to leave, though not very quickly. All
around us seats thudded as they flipped upright. Coats
were shaken out, hats pinned in place. There was a fair
bit of complaining going on too.
‘Should we ask for our money back?’ asked Cliff.
‘What?’ I was still half thinking of those poor people
in the newsreel. ‘Oh, we’ll ask Sukie. Keep hold of
my hand.’
Weaving through the crowds we headed for the
foyer. It was then the seriousness of our situation
sank in. Beginning to worry, I told myself this was
no different from any other raid – and they were
happening almost every day now. Most of the action
was down near the docks; on Fairfoot Road where
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we lived, they’d been more of an annoyance, forcing
you out of bed in the middle of the night and into a
freezing-cold air-raid shelter.
In the foyer, the lights were off. All I could see were
the outlines of the front doors and the cash desk just
inside. Already the space was filling up with people –
but our sister wasn’t one of them.
‘She can’t still be in the lavs.’ Cliff’s hand felt sticky
in mine.
‘She’s probably powdering her nose,’ I said, with a
confidence I wasn’t feeling. ‘You’ve seen how glammed
up she is tonight.’
‘She’s the dead spit of Mum.’
‘She’s got her best coat on, that’s why.’ I tapped my
foot anxiously. ‘Oh come on, Sukie.’
As the last few people came out into the foyer,
the mood seemed to change. People were hurrying,
jostling into those already making their way out.
‘Stop pushing!’ a man shouted like he was in charge.
‘We’ll get you all out, just slow down!’
Holding Cliff’s hand even tighter, I wasn’t sure
what to do: stay and wait for Sukie, or go with everyone
else to the nearest shelter. Someone was shining a torch
at the floor to help guide people’s feet. Then that went
out too. A woman screamed, and though no one else
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joined in, you could feel the panic building.
I took a deep breath, trying to keep calm. ‘Stay here,
Cliff. I’m going to find—’
A hand came down heavily on my shoulder. ‘You,
lassie, and you, laddie.’ It was the man in charge. ‘What
you dithering here for?’
I tried to explain: ‘My sister’s in the toilet.’
‘I’ve just checked the lavs. Ain’t nobody left inside
but us, sweetheart.’ The second voice was a woman’s.
Two sets of hands steered us towards the door.
Before I could shrug them off, we were out on the
pavement. The noises, the smells of burning hit me
at once. I felt a jolt of pure, cold fear. Up in the sky,
searchlight beams criss-crossed the darkness. Already,
I could hear the faint crack-crack of our guns as the
German aircraft got closer, and fought the urge to cover
my head protectively with my arms.
‘I don’t like it, Olive,’ Cliff muttered.
I didn’t, either. And until we found Sukie I was
the big sister, the responsible one. That was pretty
alarming too.
‘Don’t worry,’ I told him, a stupid thing to say but it
was all I could think of. ‘Sukie’s probably waiting for
us in the shelter.’
We hurried down the street after the last few
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stragglers. By now the roads were almost deserted. On
the corner, an air-raid warden waved frantically, the
white stripes of his uniform dimly visible in the blackout.
‘Hurry up, you lot!’ he shouted. ‘What you waiting
for, Christmas?’
Still holding Cliff’s hand, I crossed the road.
Thankfully there in front of us was the tube station,
busy with men, women, a few little children, who
were heading through the entrance with packets of
sandwiches and pillows under their arms. Moving
amongst the crowd was a Women’s Royal Voluntary
Service person in her navy blue uniform, hurrying
people inside.
‘Come on, you two,’ she said, seeing Cliff and me
on our own without a grown-up. I was glad to have an
adult take charge. ‘There’s going to be cake and board
games laid on tonight. It’ll be quite a party down there!’
Cliff, liking the sound of it, reached out to take her
hand; in doing so he let go of mine. He was only a few
paces ahead of me, going down the steps with the nice
WRVS lady. I just happened to glance behind. At a
sound. At a sense. Something.
There was Sukie, looking around in panic. The relief
made my legs go weak.
‘Sukie!’ I yelled, waving madly. ‘Over here!’
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She was running away from the shelter. And fast
too – faster than I’d ever seen her run before – her arms
pumping like pistons. She didn’t turn, or slow down.
I don’t think she even heard me.
The air-raid warden was yelling now. ‘Bomb
incoming! Get down!’
He threw himself on to the pavement. I wasn’t quick
enough. The telltale whistling came next . . . An eerie
silence . . .
Then a WHUMP as the bomb hit just a few
hundred yards away. The ground rocked underneath
me. Air was sucked from my chest, making me gasp and
stagger backwards, though somehow I stayed on my
feet. Glass smashed, bricks fell, planes droned onwards.
Everything swirled dizzily together. For a moment
I didn’t know which way the sky was.
As the dust cleared, my stunned brain did too.
Twenty yards or so up ahead was my sister. She was
limping slightly, with one of her shoes missing, but still
rapidly disappearing down the street.
‘Sukie!’ I cried again in frustration. ‘Wait! We’re here!’
She was searching for us, I was certain, and knowing
her, she wouldn’t think to keep herself safe. She’d stay
out here, not giving up until she found us. This was
what terrified me. Cliff would be all right in the shelter
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with the WRVS lady. What mattered was getting hold
of Sukie.
Side-stepping the air-raid warden as he got unsteadily
to his feet, I ran after my sister. The warden shouted
something, I didn’t hear what.
‘Sukie! Slow down!’ I cried, gas-mask box bouncing
at my hip.
She was too far ahead. A silly, random thought came
to me of how nice her hair still looked as it swung
against the green of Mum’s coat. Then panic. I’d never
catch up with her. I’d a stitch in my side and even
hobbling with one shoe, she was still too quick for me.
This part of the road had already been badly hit.
The air was thick with brick dust and smoke, making
me cough horribly. The road, full of potholes, was
lined either side with blackened, shadowy shop fronts.
Smashed glass from blown-out windows scrunched
beneath my feet, and there was water everywhere,
gushing past my feet. My ears were ringing. I felt
light-headed too, as if everything was unreal – like I
was watching myself in a film.
Still the planes kept coming. Whoosh. Silence.
You could count the beats between. Then thud as a
bomb hit. I was angry at my own feeble legs for not
going any faster, but eventually I had to stop. Doubling
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over, I gasped for breath. Up ahead, at last, Sukie was
slowing down too. Thank goodness.
It was then I saw why.
Emerging from an alleyway was a man I didn’t
recognise. He was tall, with slicked-back hair, wearing a
mackintosh belted tight around his middle. He looked
wet through, like he’d waded through a river to get
here. Sukie went right up to him and shook his hand. I
stopped in the middle of the street, confused.
What was she doing?
They were talking now. It didn’t look like a normal
chat about the weather either, because their heads were
close together and the man kept glancing behind him.
He gave Sukie a piece of paper before taking her hand
and squeezing it in both of his.
Was she out here searching for us, then? It didn’t
look that way.
All I knew was she’d left us in a hurry, and this was
where she’d gone – not to the toilet or the tube station
but to meet a young man. It was probably why she’d got
glammed up in the first place. I didn’t know whether
to laugh or burst into tears.
‘Sukie!’ I yelled.
She spun round. A strange look flitted over her
face. As the man shrank back into the shadows,
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Sukie hobbled towards me, shaking her head.
‘You shouldn’t have followed me!’ She sounded
furious. Frightened. It made me scared too. I grabbed
on to her coat sleeve; now I’d found her I wasn’t letting
go. As more planes droned overhead, she glanced
worriedly at the sky: ‘Oh hell! Get down!’
A terrific WHUMP pitched me forwards on my
knees. All round I heard cracking sounds as windows
bent inwards. Another bomb hit with a THUMP.
Something heavy was falling nearby. I cowered down,
too terrified to look.
A minute passed or it might’ve been an hour. I was
too disorientated to be sure. When I did lift my head
to look around the street was full of glass and water – a
burst main soaked everything like a downpour. Sukie
was nowhere to be seen. The ringing in my ears was
deafening. Where the shop fronts had been before was
now just a heap of smoking rubble.
I tried to stand. Only suddenly, there was nothing
to stand on. The air filled with screaming and a horrid
smell like burning hair. The sky flashed brilliant white.
I felt myself lift up. Up and up like I’d never stop. There
was no air to breathe. Then I was falling down again,
very hard and very fast.
I don’t remember the landing part.
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Mathematical challenges
for able pupils
Year 6 E Counting, partitioning and
calculating

Money bags
Ram divided 15 pennies among four small bags.
He could then pay any sum of money from 1p to
15p, without opening any bag.
How many pennies did Ram put in each bag?

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Solution to Money bags

Ram put 1p, 2p, 4p and 8p in the four bags.
Any sum from 1p to 15p can be made with
these amounts.

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Slick Jim
Slick Jim won the lottery.
He spent two thirds of his winnings on a
very posh house.

He spent two thirds of what he
had left on a luxury yacht.
Then he spent two thirds of what he had
left on a hot air balloon.
He spent his last £20000 on a flashy car.

How much did Slick Jim win on the lottery?
Learning Objective:
•
Solve a problem by organising information.
•
Find fractions of quantities.
•
Understand the relationship between multiplication and division.

Solution to Slick Jim

Jim won £540 000.

Learning Objective:
•
Solve a problem by organising information.
•
Find fractions of quantities.
•
Understand the relationship between multiplication and division.

Coins on the table
Anna put some 10p coins on the table.
One half of them were tails up.
Anna turned over two of the coins, and then
one third of them were tails up.

How many coins did Anna put on the table?
Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Understand simple fractions.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Solution for Coins on the table

Anna put 12 coins on the table.

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Understand simple fractions.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Pet shop
1. Jim bought a cat and dog for £60 each.
Later he sold them.
He made a profit of 20% on the dog.
He made a loss of 20% on the cat.
How much did he get altogether when he sold
the cat and dog?

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Find simple percentages.

Pet shop
2. Jim bought another cat and dog.
He sold them for £60 each.
He made a profit of 20% on the dog.
He made a loss of 20% on the cat.
Did he make a profit or loss on the whole deal?

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Understand simple fractions.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Pet shop
1. Jim sold the dog and the cat for £72
and £48 respectively, a total of £120.
2. The dog cost £50 and the cat cost £75, a
total of £125.
The cat and the dog were sold for a total
of £120, so Jim made a loss of £5.

Learning Objective:
•
Solve mathematical problems or puzzles.
•
Find simple percentages.

Eggs
Mrs Choy spent exactly £10 on 100 eggs for her shop.
•Large eggs cost her 50p each.
•Medium eggs cost her 10p each.
•Small eggs cost her 5p each.
For two of the sizes, she bought the same
number of eggs.
How many of each size did she buy?
Learning Objective:
•
Solve problems involving ratio and proportion.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

Solution for Eggs

Mrs Choy bought:
10 large eggs at 50p each,
10 medium eggs at 10p each,
80 small eggs at 5p each.

Learning Objective:
•
Solve problems involving ratio and proportion.
•
Explain methods and reasoning.

The end,thank you!
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Where Can I Find More
Resources Like This?
• You can now visit my teaching
resource website at
http://www.DrFog.co.uk
• You can click here to search for more
of my teaching resources.
• Click here to visit my TES shop!

MFL Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6 Summer 2 Week 4 – Gazpacho (Spanish Salad Soup) with Differentiated activities for each Year
Group. Feel free to try all activities if you are brave enough.
Nombre:

Fecha:

The recipe book is now complete and I was surprised and a little disappointed that none of
the Spanish pupils made this traditional dish from the south of Spain…
Watch Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnmtBGfWhC0
Alex makes Gazpacho, it is a traditional salad soup served cold made with fresh raw
ingredients like a liquid salad. It is delicious on a hot day you should try it.
Year 3 – Match the Ingredients to the correct word.
Tomates

un pepino

vinagre

sal

Aceite

un diente de ajo

pan

pimiento verde

Year 4 - Put the numbers of the steps (pasos) on the recipe instructions so
the cook can prepare the soup easily. 3 of the ‘pasos’ have already been
numbered for you.

Pasos

Instrucciones
cortar los tomates

1

lavar todas las verduras
cortar el pimiento

2

echar poco de aceite y vinagre sobre el pan y déjalo en remojo
añadir un pizca de sal y liquidar
poner todos los ingredientes en un bol
pelar y cortar el pepino

8

pon la sopa en la nevera para enfriar

Y5 – Write a shopping list of the ingredients you need
Extension Activity
Have a go at writing out
the full recipe. Use the
steps from Y4’s work
above but remember
PUNCTUATION and you
may want to use the
following Spanish
connective adverbials:
primero
siguiente
finalmente

Y6 - The following are all Spanish verbs about cooking. What do you think
they mean in English?
cortar

pelar

liquidar

echar

Here are the verbs conjugated in the present tense.

I
You
He/she/it
We
You
(plural)
They

Complete the Spanish sentences with the correct verb ending and then
translate it to English underneath.
1] La niña (cortar)__________ los tomates por la mitad.
1]
2] Los niños (pelar)__________ los pepinos con el pelador.
2]
3] Nosotros (liquidar)__________ las verduras con una licuadora.
3]
4] Vosotros (echar)___________ la sopa en tazones.
4]

